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Data is transforming the audit process, 
as well. Accounting firms are increasingly 
leveraging data to: 2

 •  Gain a deeper understanding of  
audit clients

 •  Gather more, high-quality audit evidence

 •  Identify new, previously-unrecognized 
areas of risk

 • Enhance fraud detection, and

 •  Deliver more valuable insight to clients.

Firms have long understood the value of 
data and automation in enhancing the quality 
and value of the audit. Computer-assisted 
Audit Techniques (CAATS) were in use as far 
back as the 1960s to improve audit speed 
and quality.3 But data analytics (or data 
analysis) – the process of analyzing data to 
reach meaningful conclusions – promises  
to revolutionize audit approaches.  
Data analysis can empower auditors to 
manipulate complete data sets and audit 
100% of transactions.

Leveraging data to this degree has been 
slowed by a shortage of skills, an efficient 
and effective means of data capture from 
multiple formats and platforms, and concerns 
over client privacy. 4 Still, progress is being 
made and audit software and related tools 
are more sophisticated than ever.  
Moreover, more and more clients want 
the audit improvements that data makes 
possible. They want to have deeper dialogues 
with their auditors, gain greater insights into 
their businesses – especially on where and 
how improvements can be made –  
and to be able to provide greater value, 
insight and transparency to users of their 
financial statements. 5

Leveraged data is, indeed, the future of audit, 
and not just big audits.6  In this article, we 
take a close look at how, and in what ways, 
this is so, and what the future holds.

1“ The World’s Most Valuable Resource is no Longer Oil, but Data,” The 
Economist, May, 2017

2“ How Big Data and Analytics are Transforming the Audit,” Financial 
Executives International Daily, Dec. 16, 2015

3  Page 3, Evolution of Auditing: From the Traditional Approach to the 
Future Audit, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

4  https://daily.financialexecutives.org/how-big-data-and-analytics-are-
transforming-the-audit/

5  https://daily.financialexecutives.org/how-big-data-and-analytics-are-
transforming-the-audit/

6 Interview with Sarah Coulson

Data is truly 
transforming the world 
of business, and, indeed, 
the world itself. 

As recently as 2017, 
The Economist 
magazine declared 
data the world’s most 
valuable resource – 
more valuable than oil.1
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Audit Implications 
Data analysis promises to render sampling obsolete, although it 
has been so fundamental to the audit process that many could be 
forgiven for assuming it was etched in stone (in truth, sampling only 
became firmly established in audit approaches in the 1970s). 7

Financial statement audits have been sample-based for more than 
100 years. Like a geologist who examines rocks on the surface to 
infer what deposits might lie beneath, auditors have taken selective 
samples of financial and other information in order to gain a 
reasonable assurance that a company’s financial statements are an 
accurate reflection of its financial condition.

Until recently, sampling was the only practical means of conducting 
an audit. Organizations simply could not have afforded an audit that 
involved reviewing every transaction, receipt or invoice. And there 
was no imperative to do so. Samples – particularly when guided by 
an auditor’s skill, good judgement, and accumulated knowledge of a 
company’s key risk areas – furnished sufficient evidence to satisfied 
shareholders that everything was as it appeared to be.

The situation is very different today. Much of a business’s financial 
and operational data is now in digital form and searchable by audit 
software or specialized data analytics tools. As such, auditors – not 
in the near future, but today – can, with the right tools and training, 
review fully 100% of transactions and financial information for 
exceptions and anomalies and for associated areas of possible risk. 
They can then examine these outliers to see whether they, in fact, 
as the search tools are suggesting, represent a potential exposure or, 
perhaps just a simple typographic error. 

7  Page 3, Data Analytics for External Auditors, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 2016 
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Big Data and Analytics – The Audit Implications 
In the future, entire populations of relevant data will be analyzed, including transactions and data from core business processes. (This is even 
happening to a limited degree today.) Smart software analytics will produce more and better audit evidence together with valuable business 
insights. Data combined with analytics – data analytics  – will enable auditors to better identify fraud, operational and financial reporting risks, 
and to customize their approach and, in short, deliver a more relevant audit.8

 The Result:
Reduction / elimination of bias – Up until now, sampling has involved 
a degree of auditor bias, and necessarily so. Auditors identify areas 
of audit focus based on what they know about the business and 
the likely areas of risk. But because their knowledge is limited, 
assumptions must be made regarding where, and where not to, look 
for outliers. They make educated guesses; returning to the metaphor 
of the geologist, where to drill and which rocks to overturn. Audit 
software programs and data analytics tools are biased only by search 
parameters and programming. The search is both wider and deeper. 

An auditor, for example, might narrow a transactions review to the 
workweek on the assumption that no transactions would take place 
on the weekend. An audit software tool, however, when tasked with 
analyzing all transaction data would reveal anomalous weekend 
transactions. Rather than the auditor imposing a pattern (their bias) 
on the data, the tool looks for any patterns. As a result they’re found 
in places the auditor might never have looked.
8  https://daily.financialexecutives.org/how-big-data-and-analytics-are-transforming-the-audit/
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Greater Insight / Value 
Beyond the Audit 
Big Data makes it possible for auditors to detect previously unrecognized patterns 
which can translate directly to valuable business insights. Data can feed and 
inform data analytical procedures of various types:9

 • Descriptive Analytics – analysis of past events

 • Diagnostic Analytics – why past events took place

 • Predictive Analytics – what might happen in the future

 •  Prescriptive Analytics – recommended actions to affect what might happen

Analyses in these areas can enlarge the body of audit evidence, establish linkages between 
financial statements and business operations, and also highlight possible red flags.

9   https://www.cpajournal.com/2017/06/26/big-data-business-analytics-implications-audit-profession/ 
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Auditor  
Competitive Advantage 
The benefits of leveraged data can also accrue to the audit 
firms themselves by way of:

 •  Increased audit efficiency – Time-consuming manual 
audit procedures (record matching, for instance) can be 
automated, allowing firms to reduce the costs of their 
audits and bid more competitively. Junior accountants 
can be redeployed to more challenging, analytical tasks 
in keeping with their talents, unique human capacity for 
higher level judgement, and level of education.

 •  Effective cross-selling of management consulting, taxation 
and other services – If data can be leveraged to deliver 
business insight as part of the audit, it follows that data 
can also be used to deliver strong evidence of a client’s 
need for additional services. More and more, auditors can 
draw on various data sources, both specific to a client 
and industry-wide, to sell services relating to operational 
improvement, tax and other areas.
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The potential benefits of leveraged data in the audit are clear. Yet, as noted, most 
accounting firms – even large ones – are still well short of exploiting Big Data’s full 
potential. There are several reasons for this, though none  is insurmountable:

 •  Security concerns – Digital auditing depends on auditors being able to 
efficiently and cost–effectively capture business data. In general, however, 
companies are extremely alert to the risks of sharing data, even with their 
auditors. As a result, it can be time-consuming for auditors to go through the 
often multi-layered approval process required.

 •  Required skills – Many companies have multiple accounting systems, 
and neither they nor their auditors can count data extraction as a core 
competency. Further, audit teams must either include or have access to 
individuals with data analytics skills. The value of Big Data in the audit 
depends vitally on auditors using it to determine the nature, scope and extent 
of the audit. To accomplish this, the team needs professionals who can use 
analytics to generate audit evidence, reach audit conclusions and produce 
business insights. More and more, data analysis will become part of the 
auditor’s core skillset.

 •  Data extraction – The extraction of data is currently focused mainly at the 
level of the general ledger. Leveraged Big Data, however, requires sub-ledger 
information, which makes data extraction more complex.

 •  The black box – Using data analytics to generate audit evidence can be a 
challenge. It is not always apparent to auditors how the algorithms or rules 
in programs are transforming data and generating visual reports. Leading 
software providers are working hard to  ensure transparency. 10

 10 https://daily.financialexecutives.org/how-big-data-and-analytics-are-transforming-the-audit/
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 Obstacles to Transformation



Is Automation 
a Job Killer? 
In a word, no. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, employment levels for accountants and auditors in 
the U.S. is expected to rise 6% over the next 10 years.11 

Concern for the job losses that might result from audit 
automation is understandable. Auditing, after all, is full of 
repetitive tasks: getting data from clients, cross-checking 
transactions, and inputting information into audit  
software programs. 

Auditors have automated significant portions of the audit 
workflow. They’re moving client data seamlessly across 
platforms and into their systems, automatically checking for 
outliers, and gaining insight into probable high-risk areas. 
Brian Peccarelli, Co-Chief Operating Officer at Thomson 
Reuters, wrote in a blog published in September, 2019 that 
the company’s clients, “… are able to automate roughly 30% 
of their audit processes by using data ingestion tools that let 
data flow freely between the client and auditor databases 
and automatically screen for any fluctuations or anomalies 
that would require further review”.12 

Instead of job losses, the resulting machine-based leaps in 
audit efficiency have freed staff to focus on and investigate 
higher risk areas. Examples might include accounts 
receivable collections or a valuation of goodwill. Such tasks 
call upon the kind of skill and judgment that human beings 
do so well.

11 https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/accountants-and-auditors.htm#tab-6
12 https://www.cfo.com/applications/2019/09/ai-gets-real-in-professional-services/
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The Skills Needed 
Talent shortages are a significant obstacle to the ability 
of auditors to leverage data effectively and efficiently in 
workflows. Attendees at a workshop held by the Institute 
of Management Accountants in March 2019 were  
told that accountants in the future will need the  
following skills: 

 •  A knowledge of statistics in order to discover / 
recognize patterns in data and uncover insights

 •  Familiarity with a wide variety of data applications, 
including data governance; data architecture; data 
creation, extraction, transformation, manipulation, 
modeling and storage; and machine learning and 
algorithms, and

 •  A deep understanding of business domain and 
applications, including a solid grasp of businesses 
in order to identify problems and opportunities 
and generate insights and intelligent solutions. 
This includes an ability to use tools for improved 
visualization and the integration of workflow.

These skills can be gained over time. In the meantime, 
armed with soft skills such as a pattern recognition, 
inquisitiveness and analytical reasoning, auditors can 
begin immediately to develop their ability to manipulate 
and understand data.

9



 https://www.ifac.org/knowledge-gateway/technology/discussion/building-data-science-and-analytics-
capabilities-finance-and 
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Sarah Coulson CPA, CA, CPA (Illinois) is an Industry Strategist with 
CaseWare International. She tells of her experience with manual audit 
procedures while working for a public accounting firm on a  
client engagement.

Sarah was managing a team of first- and second-year auditors (all relatively 
experienced, two with designations). The team was assigned to conduct 50 
revenue and 50 expense samples. A total of 100 samples had to done and 
matched up three different ways. The team took an estimated 15 minutes 
per sample (25 hours overall) to complete the work. As a result of auditor 
human error, several flagged issues turned out to be false positives (the 
result of typographical errors). Finding and investigating these required 
additional effort by team members and the audit manager.

An audit software program, Sarah says, could have performed this task in 
a fraction of the time. Further, the program could have looked, not at a 
limited number of revenue and expense items, but at every one. The items 
flagged for review by the software would have had a much higher potential 
for risk than the 50 and 50 randomly selected. And the audit team, as a 
result, would have been free to focus their efforts on tasks more suited  
to their capacity (unique to human beings) for higher reasoning, inquiry  
and judgement.

A Case Study in Inefficient  
Manual Procedures 



Create a strategy – Successful transitions 
to digital auditing begin with an overarching 
strategy that guides the change management 
process. The strategy should include a clear 
vision for what partners and the firm wish to 
achieve and provide direction and focus to 
specific goals and objectives.14 

Consider a staged approach to leveraging 
data – Auditors have long used quantitative 
and structured data in the audit. Big Data, 
however, encompasses both unstructured 
and semi-structured data. Given the complex 
nature of modern business transactions, Big 
Data can be used to enhance the reliability, 
sufficiency and relevance of audit evidence 
in order to enhance audit quality.15 Shipping 
documents, for example, have traditionally 
been the primary source of verifying 
shipment information. GPS data, however, 
can provide still further verification.

14 https://www.auditanalyticsinstitute.org/2019/10/the-most-important-factor-in-implementing-a-successful-audit-analytics-program/ 
15 https://www.cpajournal.com/2017/06/26/big-data-business-analytics-implications-audit-profession/

 Managing a Successful Transition

Consider software tools and vendors – 
Firms may wish to take a crawl-walk-run 
approach. Selected software tools could be 
used on selected, relatively straightforward 
procedures, before using more advanced tools 
or leveraging data in other parts of the audit.

Ensure all audit staff have a solid grounding 
in data analysis – Plan for additional training 
as more complex software is deployed or 
procedures executed, or both. Consider hiring 
or training more advanced data analytics 
professionals to serve either on specific audit 
teams or as a resource to all teams at the firm.

Established specific goals and targets 
– It’s not enough to set a goal of testing 
100 percent of data populations, nor to 
audit more efficiently and produce higher 
quality findings. Set realistic goals for 
the deployment of data analysis and the 
outcomes achieved.  

Targets may include the time taken to 
perform selected audit procedures relative  
to manual procedures or the number of 
audits performed. 

Client satisfaction surveys and interviews 
might be adjusted to gain insight on the 
client impact of digital audit procedures. 
Additional measures, though more difficult 
to quantify, might include enhanced levels 
in the audit process and the use of data 
analysis tools to monitor risks and controls 
in relatively low risk areas such that audit 
resources can be free to focus on higher  
risk areas.

Communicate – Partners and senior managers 
might consider convening discussions with 
audit teams on the potential for data analysis 
in the audit, and on how and where it might 
be first implemented most beneficially. Be 
sure to allay any concerns about the effect of 
automation on the firm’s staffing levels.
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The following are key considerations in the transition to, or wider deployment of,  
a data leveraged audit:
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Big Data’s impact on the external audit is 
increasingly evident. Indeed, it will soon 
be all but impossible to imagine an auditor, 
without any skill in data analysis, being 
able to truly understand a client’s business 
and provide assurance if that client is 
utilizing Big Data throughout their business 
operations. Auditors in the future will 
increasingly leverage data to gain a deeper 
understanding of audit clients, gather more 
and better audit evidence, and deliver more 
valuable insight to clients.

Summary
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